algae) and the desmids (an order of green algae) which are such large groups that they merit special treatment.
The plan followed is that usual for handbooks of this sort. Following introductory sections on geographical and ecological principles and observations, there is a descriptive account of the 1100-odd species involved, arranged essentially according to the classification of G. M. Smith. The excellent illustrations, made from zinc plates, are collected into one section, followed by a particularly large bibliography. References are given at division and class headings to the important papers dealing with the morphology, taxonomy, and reproduction of the algae concerned. This is rather helpful to anyone working intensively with one group.
The identification of algae is not a particularly simple task at best. Because the descriptions in this book are clear, because it follows new taxonomic ideas, and because the semidiagrammatic illustrations stress the distinguishing features between species, this book should be very helpful to those who must identify algae, especially if they must go as far as the species. One hopes the desmids and diatoms will receive as good treatment in the near future.
It should be mentioned that the algae of the Great Lakes area are members of widespread groups, which means that the usefulness of the book is not limited to this region. The new edition of Dr. Bull's textbook gives evidence of the progress that has been made in physical biochemistry since 1943 when this book first appeared. Recent advances have been accommodated to some extent by reorganizing the text to obviate repetition. Thus, the chapter, "Membranes and Cell Penetration," has been eliminated, but the information has been retained and interwoven into the discussions of electromotive force cells, ions in solution, and diffusion. Similarly, there is no longer a separate heading, "Electrostatics and Dielectrics"; these subjects are described for the most part in the chapter, "Atoms and Molecules." The integrative nature of the text has been enhanced by placing both the chapter on osmotic pressure and that on electrical conductance in a more logical sequence.
This revised edition is of even greater value than its predecessor, especially to graduate students in the biological sciences eager to gain an acquaintanceship with the applicability of physical chemistry to the elucidation and interpretation of biological phenomena. An expansive bibliography including references to the 1950 literature is available for those interested in special topics.
Lengthening of the pages by three-quarters of an inch has provided larger margins, which, combined with a handsome binding, make it an attractive volume. gathered a tremendous number of laboratory examinations into a single volume, the Syllabus, intended for use by medical students (to whom it is dedicated), laboratory technicians, and practising physicians. A fine introductory unit discusses such miscellaneous topics as planning the diagnostic procedure, limits of accuracy of diagnostic tests, care of equipment, costs, and normal values. Thereafter, a separate unit is devoted to diagnostic examinations which pertain to each of the following entities: blood, urinary system, gastrointestinal system, infectious diseases, diseases of metabolism, and extravascular fluids. In each unit, following an introductory paragraph, each test is described in relation to its "clinical value, availability, cost, principle, method, and limitations on interpretations of the test itself and as a diagnostic aid related to the history and physical examination of the patient."
Practicability and simplicity are given high priority. The limits of accuracy of each test are emphasized. Technique is described clearly, and pitfalls are indicated. The authors do not attempt to present differential diagnosis. They describe each procedure per se and the objective findings which can be elicited, leaving the interpretation and application to the judgment of the reader. This is a tremendous volume. It measures 8/2' by 11", 496 pages, and is paper bound. The composition is by Varityper, from which the format suffers in the charts and tables; but the price of the Syllabus is thus kept low. The bibliography is voluminous and the index is adequate. The literary style throughout is extraordinarily brief and clear, qualities which are particularly desirable in describing technical procedures. When one reads about a procedure in this book, one feels that he has not only learned the technique, but appreciates as well the meaning and significance of the procedure.
The companion volume to the Syllabus is the Color atlas. In fourteen colored plates and eight black and white diagrams it presents the normal and pathological morphology of the peripheral blood elements under Wright's stain. The material is directed toward the diagnosis and treatment of blood disorders rather than toward theories of blood cell development. The text describes and interprets the morphology seen in the plates. In each condition a case history is presented, the blood picture seen in the color plate is described, and the interpretation is offered.
The Color atlas is bound in a stiff cover. An index and a bibliography of 193 entries are appended. In keeping with the spirit of the Syllabus the author and editor have weighted the presentation in the Atlas toward diagnosis instead of theoretical considerations. The colored plates are outstandingly clear. The blood elements as pictured are very readily recognized in actual smears, and the Color atlas should be a very real help to the student and to the unexperienced hematologist. The only regrettable fact is that there is no colored plate of the developmental order of the white cell series. The combination of Syllabus and Color atlas deserves the highest recommendation.
